Evaluation and Validation of Real-Time Reverse Transcription-PCR Assay Using the LightCycler System for Detection and Quantitation of Norovirus
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We developed an assay for the detection and quantitation of norovirus with the LightCycler SYBR Green-based real-time reverse transcription-PCR (real-time LC RT-PCR) and previously published primers in the capsid and the polymerase gene. One hundred thirty-two stool specimens from the Provincial Laboratory for Public Health (Microbiology), Alberta, Canada, and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Atlanta, Ga., were used to validate the new assay. The samples were collected from patients involved in outbreaks of acute gastroenteritis or children who presented with sporadic gastroenteritis. The real-time LC RT-PCR assay detected norovirus strains from three genogroup I (G-I) clusters (G-I/1, G-I/2, and G-I/3) and 10 genogroup II (G-II) clusters (G-II/1, G-II/2, G-II/3, G-II/4, G-II/5, G-II/6, G-II/7, G-II/8, G-II/10, G-II/12, G-II/15, and G-II/16). There was 100% concordance with the results from 58 stool specimens which tested positive by conventional RT-PCR assays. By dilution analysis, the real-time LC RT-PCR was 10,000 times more sensitive than the conventional RT-PCR. The new assay increased the number of samples in which noroviruses were detected by 19%. The real-time LC RT-PCR had a wide dynamic range, detecting from 5 to 5 \times 10^6 copies of RNA per reaction, resulting in a theoretical lower limit of detection of 25,000 copies of RNA per g of stool. No cross-reactions were found with specimens containing sapovirus, rotavirus, astrovirus, and adenovirus. Because of the high sensitivity and specificity of the assay with a relatively rapid and simple procedure, the real-time LC RT-PCR will be useful as a routine assay for the clinical diagnosis of norovirus infection.

Noroviruses are one of the most common etiological agents of outbreaks of acute gastroenteritis and have a significant public health impact worldwide (5). They have also been reported as a relatively common cause of acute gastroenteritis in children (3, 16, 17, 20, 22). Noroviruses are a genetically diverse group of viruses belonging to the Norovirus genus in the family Caliciviridae (21). The virion contains a single positive-strand RNA genome of approximately 7.6 kb. Based on comparisons of the genetic sequences of the viral RNA-dependent RNA polymerase and the capsid protein, noroviruses are subdivided into five genogroups (G-I to GV). Genogroup I (G-I), with seven clusters, and genogroup II (G-II), with 16 clusters, contain most of the strains that infect humans.

Historically, diagnosis of norovirus was made by electron microscopic examination of stool samples. The limit of detection with electron microscopy is estimated to be 106 viral particles per g of stool (4, 7). Due to the genetic and antigenic diversity of norovirus strains, most attempts to develop diagnostic enzyme immunoassays have resulted in tests that are unable to detect widely different strains (2). Cloning and sequencing of Norwalk virus and other norovirus strains in the 1990s allowed the development of broadly reactive molecular detection assays (10). The reverse transcription-PCR (RT-PCR) assay has become the principal diagnostic tool for noroviruses (2). However, conventional RT-PCR assays for norovirus are cumbersome and cannot easily quantitate the viral load. Real-time quantitative RT-PCR systems are slowly replacing conventional RT-PCR assays for the detection and quantification of RNA viruses in research and diagnostic laboratories. Two fluorescence detection systems, SYBR Green I intercalating dye and specific hybridization probes, have been employed. SYBR Green I dye binds to double-stranded nucleic acids generated during the amplification, providing sensitive detection of products in real time. Because a signal will be generated by any amplified DNA, this approach is relatively less specific than those with specific hybridization probes (18). To date, there have been limited reports on real-time RT-PCR assays for the detection and quantitation of noroviruses in stool specimens (11, 14).

The present study evaluated, optimized, and validated a real-time LightCycler (LC) RT-PCR assay for detecting and quantifying noroviruses with archived stool samples. Various nucleic acid extracting methods, primer pairs, and amplification conditions for RT-PCR assays were compared. The optimal assay uses different primer pairs for genogroups G-I and G-II and is sensitive and specific for detecting a broad range of norovirus strains.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Clinical specimens. Archived stool specimens were obtained from the Provincial Laboratory for Public Health (PLPH), Alberta, Canada, and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), Atlanta, Ga. A total of 132 stool specimens were used in the study. Eighty-eight stool specimens were from PLPH; 27 specimens from investigations of outbreaks of acute gastroenteritis that had tested positive for norovirus by conventional RT-PCR (1) and 61 specimens were from sporadic gastroenteritis in children less than 6 years of age. For those 61
pediatric samples, electron microscopy and viral culture had been performed according to the standardized PLPH algorithm. Then these 61 samples were tested side by side with real-time LC RT-PCR as well as conventional RT-PCR for norovirus. The CDC provided 44 stool specimens previously tested by conventional RT-PCR and included 4 positive for norovirus G-2 (cluster designations: G-I/1, G-I/2, and G-I/3), 18 positive for norovirus G-I (cluster designations: G-I/1, G-I/2, G-I/3, G-I/4, G-I/6, G-I/7, G-I/10, G-I/12, G-I/15, and G-I/16), two positive for sapovirus, and 20 specimens with no identifiable enteric viruses (1, 5, 6).

**Viral RNA extraction.** A 20% (wt/vol) suspension of stool specimen was prepared with phosphate-buffered saline and centrifuged at 1,400 × g for 15 min. Viral RNA was extracted from 100 μl of the stool suspension (equivalent to 20 mg of stool) with the NucliSens extraction kit (Organon Teknika, Durham, N.C.) for specimens obtained from the CDC and a silica-based in-house method (15) for specimens obtained from the PLPH. The RNA was eluted in 50 μl of elution buffer, aliquotted, and stored at −70°C until testing was performed. An equivalent volume of phosphate-buffered saline and a known norovirus-positive specimen were included in each batch of RNA extraction as negative and positive controls, respectively.

**Primers for real-time LC RT-PCR and conventional RT-PCR.** For the detection of norovirus G-II, we used primers selected from a conserved region of the norovirus polymerase gene, NVP 110 (reversed), 5′-AC(A/T)GAT(17)CTTGGATCACTGATA-3′ (4865 to 4884 in GenBank accession no. X87661) (13), and SR46 (forward), 5′-TGAAATCTAGCCATAGCCAGTG-3′ (4766 to 4786 in GenBank accession no. X87661) (1). For the detection of norovirus G-I, the primers from the capsid gene of norovirus CapA, (reversed) 5′-GGC(A/T)GGTCCCA CAGGGT3′ (6897 to 6914 in GenBank accession no. X87661), and CapB, 5′-TATGTGACCCCTGATA-3′ (6737 to 6753 in GenBank accession no. X87661), were used (25).

**RT reaction.** The RT reaction was carried out with SuperScript II RNase H-reverse transcriptase kit (Invitrogen). A final volume of 20 μl of RT reaction containing 5 μl of 5× first transcript buffer, 5 mM dithiothreitol, 20 U of RNaseOut recombinant RNase inhibitor, 100 U of SuperScript II reverse transcriptase, 2.5 mM each of dATP, dCTP, dGTP, and dTTP, 1.25 μM primer NVP110 or primer CapA, and 5 μl of RNA (equivalent to 2 mg of stool) was incubated at 45°C for 1 h and then inactivated at 70°C for 15 min.

**Conventional PCR.** A final volume of 50 μl of reaction containing 5 μl of cDNA (equivalent to 0.5 mg of stool) from the RT reaction, 5 μl of 10× PCR buffer, 2 mM MgCl2, 0.375 mM each of dATP, dCTP, dGTP, and dTTP, 0.5 μM each of the primers, and 2.5 μl of AmpliTaq polymerase (PE Biosystems) was carried out on a GeneAmp PCR System 9600 (Perkin Elmer). The reaction was preheated at 95°C for 3 min and followed by 40 thermal cycles of 30 s at 94°C, 30 s at 50°C, and 45 s at 72°C and a final extension at 72°C for 5 min. The PCR products were separated in a 3% agarose gel and visualized by ethidium bromide staining.

**Quantitative real-time LightCycler RT-PCR.** A SYBR Green I system was utilized in the reaction; 20 μl of the PCR mixture containing 2 μl of cDNA (equivalent to 0.2 mg of stool) from the RT reaction, 3 mM MgCl2, 0.5 μM each of primer, and 2 μl of the reagent from an LC-FastStart DNA Master SYBR Green kit (Roche Diagnostics) were added to a capillary tube and loaded into the LightCycler (Roche Diagnostics). The thermal cycling conditions were as follows: an initial denaturation at 95°C for 6 min, followed by 45 cycles of 10 s of denaturing at 95°C, 10 s of annealing at 50°C, and 10 s of extension at 72°C. The data were collected in the single mode with channel setting F1/1 during the annealing phase. To establish external standard curves for the quantification of norovirus, RNA transcripts from strains S5 and S19, corresponding G-I/4 and G-II/12, respectively (provided by T. Ando, CDC), were 10-fold diluted (5 × 106 to 5 genome copies) and run in real-time LC RT-PCR. To determine potential contamination from untranscribed plasmid DNA in the RNA preparations, the same serial dilutions were tested with real-time LC PCR without the RT reaction.

For data analysis, the melting temperature, fluorescence (df[F1]/dT) under the melting curve window, and C<sub>T</sub>, which is defined as the fractional cycle number where the fluorescence passed the fixed threshold, in the quantification window were selected as the evaluating parameters. The readout of the reaction with a melting temperature of 82 to 85°C, fluorescence signal (df[F1]/dT) above 1.5, and C<sub>T</sub> value below 38.00 against a baseline of fluorescence signal at 2.0 was used to indicate a positive reaction (see Fig. 2).

**Measurements of sensitivity, specificity, and reproducibility.** To compare the detection range of the real-time LC RT-PCR with conventional PCR, two norovirus-positive specimens of genotypes G-I/1 and G-I/4 were diluted from near 10<sup>−8</sup> to 10<sup>−5</sup> and assayed with both methods. For the study of specificity, nucleic acid extracts from known sapovirus, rotavirus, astrovirus, and adenovirus strains were assayed with the same primer pairs in the LC RT-PCR. The reproducibility of the real-time LC RT-PCR was also evaluated in five consecutive runs of two clinical specimens known to be norovirus positive.

**Statistical methods.** The sensitivity of detection between the real-time LC and conventional RT-PCR was analyzed by Fisher’s exact test. C<sub>T</sub> values for the specimens that had tested positive by both the conventional RT-PCR and real-time LC RT-PCR and the specimens that tested positive only by real-time LC RT-PCR were compared by t test (Statistica, Tulsa, Okla.). The precision of the LC-PCR for detecting norovirus was expressed by a coefficient of variation. The confidence interval was set at 95%, with a significance at P < 0.05.

**RESULTS**

The detection of norovirus by conventional and real-time LC RT-PCR of all the stool samples is summarized in Table 1. All 44 stool samples (100%) that tested positive at PLPH for norovirus genogroup II (G-II) also tested positive for G-II by the real-time LC RT-PCR. Five of the 36 specimens (14%) that tested negative at PLPH for norovirus tested positive by the real-time LC RT-PCR. For the 18 specimens that had previously tested positive for G-II at CDC, only 12 specimens (66.7%) tested positive with conventional RT-PCR, while 17 of the 18 samples (94%) tested positive by the real-time LC RT-PCR. Moreover, 6 of 20 stool samples (30%) that had tested negative previously at CDC tested positive for G-II with the real-time LC RT-PCR. Only 2 of these 6 positive specimens tested positive by the conventional RT-PCR. Another set of 4 specimens that had tested positive for G-I genogroup by CDC were all confirmed (100%) by the real-time LC RT-PCR.

Norovirus G-I-positive samples occasionally gave positive signals with the G-II primers in real-time LC RT-PCR. There was no cross-reactivity with the 12 stool samples that had tested positive for rotavirus, sapovirus, astrovirus, and adenovirus (Table 1). The mean C<sub>T</sub> value of the specimens that were tested positive for norovirus G-II by both the conventional RT-PCR and the real-time LC RT-PCR was 24.38 ± 4.43, while the mean C<sub>T</sub> value of specimens that tested positive only by the real-time RT-PCR was 32.56 ± 2.41 (P < 0.01, t test). The implication is that the conventional RT-PCR cannot detect Norovirus for specimens with a C<sub>T</sub> value greater than 31 (Fig. 1). A very good negative regression existed between copies of norovirus equivalents per gram of stool specimen and C<sub>T</sub> values of real-time RT-PCRs (R<sup>2</sup> = 0.94). Of the 14 samples that were positive by real-time RT-PCR but negative by conventional PCR, 2 samples were sequenced and confirmed as norovirus.

A standard curve was created with 10-fold dilutions of RNA transcripts of S19 plasmid DNA (5 × 10<sup>6</sup> to 5 genome copies) to quantify norovirus G-II in the stool specimens. Linear regression of the C<sub>T</sub> values and the quantity of RNA revealed a good negative linearity (r = −1, error = 0.0434, slope = −3.411, and intercept = 36.09). The slopes corresponding to the efficiency of RT-PCR were −3.39 cycles per log<sub>10</sub> unit with the RNA standard and −3.33 cycles per log<sub>10</sub> unit with the RNA from stool specimens. With 0.2 mg of stool used in each RT-PCR, the lower detection limit of the real-time LC RT-PCR was calculated to be 25,000 copies per gram of stool for norovirus G-II. A total of 15 stool specimens from patients associated with outbreaks of acute gastroenteritis were quantified, and the median of the copy numbers for norovirus G-II was 25,385,000 copies per gram of stool (range, 43,000 to 6,935,000,000). The small amount of norovirus plasmid DNA
detected in the RNA transcripts was excluded in the calculation because of no noticeable effect on the RNA detection. The dynamic range of the LC RT-PCR with the G-I primers was narrower, with positive detection of $5 \times 10^3$ to $5 \times 10^6$ genomic copies of the RNA transcripts of the S5 plasmid DNA. The lower detection limit for norovirus G-I was calculated to be 25,000,000 copies per gram of stool.

The sensitivity of the real-time LC RT-PCR was compared with the conventional RT-PCR with neat to $10^{-9}$ dilutions of two stool samples that tested positive for norovirus G-II. The lower detectable range of the samples with real-time LC RT-PCR and with the conventional RT-PCR assay was $10^{-8}$ to $10^{-6}$ dilutions and $10^{-4}$ to $10^{-2}$ dilutions, respectively. Thus, the real-time LC RT-PCR was 4-log more sensitive than the conventional RT-PCR for detecting norovirus G-II in stool samples (Fig. 2). In the 118 specimens screened with the G-II primers, a total of 14 samples from both laboratories tested positive only by the real-time LC RT-PCR and 58 tested positive by both assays (Table 2). Real-time LC RT-PCR increased the detection rate by 19% (14 of 72). In terms of the precision of the real-time LC RT-PCR assays, the mean coefficients of variation of the $C_t$ value from two norovirus-positive samples were 0.85% (95% confidence interval = 0.251, alpha = 0.05 at 95%) and 1.92% (95% confidence interval = 0.626, alpha = 0.05 at 95%), respectively.

### TABLE 1. Summary of norovirus detection by conventional and real time RT-PCR in clinical stool specimens from PLPH, Canada, and CDC, Atlanta

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Samples</th>
<th>Specimens from CDC</th>
<th>Specimens from PLPH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>Negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive for norovirus G-II by conventional RT-PCR at CDC or PLPH (n = 62)</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-II/1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-II/2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-II/3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-II/4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-II/5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-II/6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-II/7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-II/8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-II/9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive for norovirus G-I by conventional RT-PCR at CDC or PLPH (n = 4)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>NT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-I/1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>NT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-I/2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>NT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-I/3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>NT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative for norovirus by conventional RT-PCR at CDC or PLPH (n = 56)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive for other enteric viruses (n = 10)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sapovirus</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotaviruses</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Astroviruses</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adenoviruses</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specimens from CDC</td>
<td>Specimens from PLPH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a The 62 G-II-positive samples included 18 outbreak samples and 27 outbreak samples previously tested by conventional RT-PCR at CDC and PLPH, respectively, as well as 17 samples that were collected from children with sporadic gastroenteritis and tested side by side with conventional and real time RT-PCR. For each sample category with columns of lightface numbers, the boldface number at the top of each column represents the total of the lightface numbers listed below it.

*b The four G-I-positive samples were provided by CDC.

*c The 56 samples included 20 outbreak samples that previously tested negative by conventional RT-PCR at CDC and 36 samples that were collected from children with sporadic gastroenteritis and tested side by side with conventional and real time RT-PCR. For each sample category with columns of lightface numbers, the boldface number at the top of each column represents the total of the lightface numbers listed below it.

*d The 10 samples were positive for other viruses, including four sapoviruses (two from CDC and two from PLPH), and each two rotaviruses, astroviruses, and adenoviruses (from PLPH).

*e NT, not tested.
FIG. 1. Two curves fitted by plotting the percentage of specimens that tested positive for norovirus by both the real-time LC RT-PCR and conventional RT-PCR assays against the $C_t$ (threshold cycle) of the samples and by plotting the percentage of specimens that tested positive only by the real-time RT-PCR against the $C_t$ values (the sigmoid curves). The $C_t$ values were also plotted against the RNA copies per gram of stool (dashed line). Specimens detectable by both RT-PCR assays contained high concentration of norovirus RNA (median, $10^{6.5}$ at the cross point), and the specimens that tested positive only by the real-time LC RT-PCR contained low copy number of the norovirus RNA (median, $10^5$ at the cross point). When the norovirus RNA copy number per gram of stool is $\leq 10^5$ and the $C_t$ value is $\geq 31$, the specimen will only test positive by the real-time LC RT-PCR assay.

DISCUSSION

Real-time nucleic acid amplification systems are excellent diagnostic tools with high sensitivity and specificity and fast turnaround time. There are only two published studies of real-time RT-PCR assays for the detection of norovirus. One of the studies also used the SYBR Green method (14), and the other used a hybridization probe method in the TaqMan system (11). While Kageyama et al. presented encouraging results with their local stool specimens with the TaqMan system, our study has the unique advantage of having the real-time assay validated with various norovirus strains from both Alberta and the United States. With the two primer sets, our LC RT-PCR assay detected all but 1 of the 66 noroviruses previously identified by the two reference laboratories.

The main difficulty in developing a molecular assay for norovirus is the design and construction of the primers because of the genetic diversity of the genus. Heterogeneities existed even in the conserved regions of the viral genome. For example, only a 64% homology has been reported in highly conserved regions within a genogroup (23), and nucleotide homology could be as low as 36% in the 2C helicase to 64% in the 3D polymerase among different genogroups (2). These observa-
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tions implied that it would be a challenge to use a single set of primer for detection. However, Kageyama et al. recently reported that the nucleotide homology between genogroups could reach from 86 to 100% in the ORF1-ORF2 junction of 71 norovirus strains (11). Based on those observations, we decided to use a single conserved and degenerate primer pair in our real-time LC RT-PCR to detect the various genotypes. Our strategy was to use the relatively less specific SYBR Green system to maximize the detection of the different noroviruses within a genogroup and use two primer sets, one for each genogroup, to maximize the sensitivity of the assay. We compensated for the relatively lower specificity of the SYBR Green system with a combined criterion of C_\text{t} values and melt curves as the detection threshold as previously suggested by Ririe et al. (18).

Several published primer sets for conventional RT-PCR were evaluated in our study. For G-I, NVp110/p69 (13, 26), SR33/SR48/SR50/SR52 (1) and CapIA/CapIB and for G-II NVp110/NI (8, 13), NVp110/p36 (13, 26), NVp110/SR46 (1, 13), SR33/SR46 (1) and CapIIA/CapIIIB (25) (data not shown) were used. The primer set CapIIA/CapIIA for G-I and the combined primer set NVp110/SR46 for G-II met our criteria for sensitivity and specificity. Other primer sets either failed or demonstrated lower sensitivity for the detection of norovirus in the real-time LC RT-PCR system despite previous sensitivity in conventional RT-PCR. Recently, Vinje et al. (24) reported an international collaborative study and compared several RT-PCR assays for the detection and genotyping of noroviruses. Discordance was observed among different molecular assays and laboratories despite each laboratory’s attempt to identify the best primers and optimize the methods. We have conducted further experiments with the JV12/JV13 primers (24) with the LC system and found our primers superior to JV12/ JV13 (data not shown). The reason for the lack of correlated efficiency of those primers in conventional and real-time RT-PCRs remains unclear.

The limitation of the comparison between conventional and real-time LC RT-PCR is the absence of a gold standard. There were 14 samples that tested negative by conventional RT-PCR with our primers but positive by LC-RT-PCR with the same set of primers. All the LC RT-PCR products were visualized by gel electrophoresis. Two randomly selected discordant samples were also confirmed by sequencing and two other samples had been tested as positive for norovirus by nucleic acid sequence-based amplifications at a different laboratory (data not shown). Moreover, with serially diluted positive sample, we confirmed that the real-time LC RT-PCR assay was 4-log more sensitive than a conventional RT-PCR with the same primer sets. Another approach to increase the sensitivity of conventional RT-PCR is to perform nested RT-PCR, which has been reported to be 10 to 1,000 times more sensitive than single-round RT-PCR. However, a major disadvantage of nested PCR is the high risk of carryover and cross-contamination (2, 9). Since the LC RT-PCR uses a completely sealed capillary system, the risk of contamination is much lower.

The pathogenesis of norovirus remains largely unknown. The particles of infectious norovirus in patients with diarrhea can reach 10^6 to 10^9 per gram of stool during the acute phase of viral gastroenteritis (12), and norovirus is continually shed in stool specimens up to 20 days after infection (15, 19). Viral shedding has also been reported in more than 50% of norovirus-infected volunteers without any clinical symptoms (15). One of the questions is whether there is a direct relationship between viral load and the severity and transmissibility of the gastroenteritis. The ability to quantify viral loads with the real-time LC RT-PCR assay is a valuable tool to further our understanding of norovirus infection.

For norovirus G-II strains, we observed a good negative linearity (r^2 = 1, P < 0.0001) with 10-fold dilutions of RNA that was reverse transcribed from the DNA plasmid containing the ORF1 and ORF2 sequences. The good regression slope of our quantitative experiments confirmed that there was no interference of the LC RT-PCRs of the clinical specimens in the presence of the standard RNA. With an external standard curve, we accurately quantified viral RNA loads from 4.3 x 10^4 to 7 x 10^8 copies per gram of stool in 15 genotypes of G-II norovirus associated with outbreaks of acute gastroenteritis. Our lower detection limit for norovirus G-II was 25,000 copies per gram of stool. Our result was comparable to a recent study where a plasmid DNA standard was used and the lower detection limit was 20,000 copies per gram of stool (11). The advantage of using an RNA instead of DNA standard is the ability to perform identical amplification conditions for both the clinical nucleic extracts and the RNA standard.

However, our data on the quantification of norovirus G-I is limited by the small number of G-I-positive specimens. With 10-fold dilutions of RNA that was reverse transcribed from the G-I DNA plasmid containing ORF1 and ORF2, we could only detect a 3-log range of norovirus G-I (from 5 x 10^6 to 5 x 10^9). Although the reaction efficiency of RT-PCR could reach almost 100% (slope, −3.32 cycles/log_{10} unit), the lower detection limit of norovirus G-I was 2.5 x 10^6 copies per gram of stool, which is similar to the sensitivity by electron microscopy (10^6 particles/ml of stool) (12). The C_\text{t} values of PCR in the four specimens were 27.01, 21.33, 27.41, and 22.12. The difference between sensitivity for G-I in comparison to G-II can be due to many factors, for example, primer design and PCR conditions. It is also possible that the copy number of the standard RNA was not accurate because the RNA had been stored at −70°C for more than 3 years.

We conclude that the real-time LC RT-PCR assay developed in our laboratory is sensitive and specific and provides an accurate quantification of all genotypes of norovirus G-II. This real-time LC RT-PCR assay will be useful as a routine diagnostic assay for clinical specimens and will be used to further our study of norovirus.
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